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Power demand stays firm but
rising oil prices a dampener

Supply of hotel
rooms may rise
20% by 2016

Growth tops 5% in
first 2 months,
adding to signs of
economy’s resilience

19 new hotels likely
to enter the market
by end-2013

By RONNIE LIM
ELECTRICITY demand
here, including by businesses and industries, has
stayed relatively firm so far
this year, reflecting resilience in economic activity,
genco officials told BT.
But higher oil prices –
which affect the generating
companies’ fuel cost, and ultimately electricity prices –
could be a dampener.
PowerSeraya CEO John
Ng said electricity demand
here rose by more than 5
per cent in the first two
months of this year, compared with the same period
last year, partly as January-February 2011 was a
low base.
“We can’t really say if
this is any indication of economic growth here at this
point,” Mr Ng said.

“But the latest Purchasing Managers’ Index appears strong, and so also
other indicators like housing and employment. If
they are viewed together, it
seems to reflect resilience
in the Singapore economy,”
he added.
The latest February PMI
saw the manufacturing sector here recording an expansion after seven continuous months of contraction.
Hiring sentiment for this
quarter has also improved
slightly from the last quarter’s two-year low, said recruitment firm Manpower
Singapore.
Tuas Power president
and CEO Lim Kong Puay
said his figures showed
that year-on-year electricity demand this January
dipped by 0.5 per cent from
a year earlier, due largely
to the long Chinese New
Year break.
It grew by 5.3 per cent
year-on-year in February,
and has picked up by 1.6
per cent this month.

Mr Ng: The PMI
and other
indicators like
housing and
employment
appear strong. If
they are viewed
together with
power demand, it
seems to reflect
resilience in the
economy

The cooler weather in
March may also be a factor,
he said.
“So are we seeing some
small signs of (economic)
growth,” he said of Q1 elec-

tricity demand so far, but
cautioned that electricity demand at the start of the
year is usually not a good indicator of economic growth
here, and that Q2 perform-

ance will provide better signals.
The Trade and Industry
Ministry indicated that the
outlook for the Singapore
economy remains subdued
with no impending rebound in sight. But a recession is not imminent either,
MTI said, adding that its
forecast of 1-3 per cent
growth this year could be
derailed by any debt default in the eurozone or a
sharp rise in oil prices due
to Middle East tensions.
Energy Market Company, which operates the
wholesale electricity market here, has already noted
the latter. It said in its latest
newsletter that “compared
to December, 2011, the Uniform Singapore Energy
Price (which roughly translates into the wholesale electricity price) in January
moved up by 12.4 per cent
to S$210.48 per megawatt-hour.”
“This was on the back of
a lower supply cushion and

higher Brent crude oil prices,” it said.
On the prospect of higher electricity prices going
forward, Tuas Power’s Mr
Lim said generally electricity prices will reflect fuel
prices, and “the latter has
been going up for months”.
While Singapore’s power stations use mainly natural gas to fuel their plants,
current contracted gas supplies here are also pegged
to fuel oil prices.
Meanwhile, Brent crude
settled at US$126.20 a barrel in early Asian trade yesterday after earlier hitting
an 11-month high of
US$126.66 on Tuesday.
Brent has climbed from
US$110-plus a barrel in
January to over US$120
since mid-February. This
compares to January 2011
when Brent was over
US$90.
Electricity tariffs here
were last raised by an average 2.3 per cent for this January-March quarter, due to
higher fuel costs.

Workplace
fatalities
rise to 61
in 2011
but injuries
fall 1.9%

By NISHA RAMCHANDANI
HOTEL room supply in Singapore could grow 20 per
cent by 2016 as a potential
9,228 rooms come onstream by then, according
to property consultancy
CBRE Hotels.
Nineteen new hotels
with about 4,028 rooms are
expected to enter the market by end-2013, with a further 5,200 rooms from
projects in the planning
stage expected to materialise by 2016.
This means a potential
supply of 9,228 rooms between now and 2016, providing an additional 3.4 million room nights per year
by 2016, up 22.4 per cent
from 2011.
While CBRE acknowledged that some projects in
the pipeline could end up
being shelved or cancelled,
the majority of those slated
to open by end-2013 are expected to proceed.
Last year, Singapore
saw room supply increase
by 1,944, or 4.9 per cent,
while the number of gazetted hotels rose by 10 to
149.
New supply in 2011
came largely from V Hotel
(888 rooms) in Lavender
and Oasia Hotel (428
rooms) in Novena, though
Lion City Hotel and Copthorne Orchid Hotel closed
their doors in the same
year.

Data released by the Singapore Tourism Board
showed that the total
number of rooms here
grew to 49,719 in 2011.
Said Robert McIntosh,
executive director of CBRE
Hotels: “The demand for hotels continues to grow as
Singapore offers a more diverse set of attractions and
an increase in supply. Occupancy is likely to be maintained at a level which will
enable operators to increase room rates.”
CBRE sees average
room rates (ARR) rising
5-10 per cent year-on-year
in 2012, with occupancy
levels in the range of 83-86
per cent.
Revenue per available
room (RevPAR) is expected
to increase 5-8 per cent this
year.
In 2011, Singapore
clocked an ARR of $245
and RevPAR of $212.
Meanwhile, Singapore
was among the most active
hotel investment market
last year – second only to
China – with 11 transactions worth US$1.15 billion. This represents 22 per
cent of the total investment
volume in Asia. China accounted for 26 per cent.
This year, CBRE expects
hotel transaction volumes
across the Asia-Pacific region to be comparable to
2011’s, reaching US$5 billion-US$6 billion.
Mr McIntosh said: “Looking ahead, the prime hotel
yields in Asia are likely to
remain stable. Assets with
a lower-risk profile will continue to be highly sought after by investors.”

By ANNA LEE
THE number of workplace
fatalities rose to 61 in
2011 from 55 in 2010,
even as overall workplace
injuries fell 1.9 per cent to
10,121 last year, figures
from a recent Workplace
Safety and Health (WSH)
report show.
These findings come as
the Ministry of Manpower
(MOM) announced possible
new legal requirements on
working at heights in
Parliament.
Of the fatalities, 43 per
cent, or 26, involved slips,
trips and falls from
heights.
Seventeen of the 26
incidents came about from
work on roofs, ladders,
open sides in buildings
under construction, and
the lack of barricades in
structures.
In terms of man days,
this contributed to a
loss of 565,275 days, a
6 per cent increase from
the previous year.
“The downward trend
in injuries in the
traditional sectors suggests
that our efforts may have
helped to improve overall
safety practices, hence
leading to fewer injuries,”
said Heng Chiang Gnee,
acting chairman of the
WSH council.
He added that the rise
in fatality numbers “could
have been prevented if risk
management measures
were well implemented”.
The council hopes to
step up efforts through the
WSH Assist programme to
encourage SMEs to
improve their WSH
management in a more
structured manner,
especially with regard to
work at heights.
Said WSH
commissioner Ho Siong
Hin: “MOM will need
stronger measures than
before to tackle falls from
heights across all sectors
. . . this may include
mandating fall prevention
plans that the council has
been promoting to specific
sectors over the past two
years, as well as a ‘Permit
to Work system’ for
hazardous works such as
working on roofs.”
He added: “In the
meantime, we will
intensify our enforcement
efforts nationwide,
including more
inspections, to ensure
workplaces put in place
proper measures
to protect workers from
fatal falls.”

Technology boost
for communitybased health care
By NISHA RAMCHANDANI
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Timely boost: DBS Bank surged to the top of the customer satisfaction index in the banking sub-sector, marking a notable rise from
its 15th spot in 2010

Customer satisfaction levels hit
record high in 2011: survey
By BRYAN KOH
BUOYED by improvements
in seven of the nine industry segments measured,
customer satisfaction levels
in Singapore reached a
record high in 2011, according to a survey of 32,550 respondents.
Findings from the latest
instalment of the Customer
Satisfaction Index of Singapore (CSISG), which was released yesterday, revealed
that the overall national
score in 2011 improved to
69.1 points – out of a possible 100 – for customer satisfaction across nine key economic sectors, up 2.8 per
cent from 2010’s 67.2
points.
Launched in 2007, the
survey is conducted by the
Institute of Service Excellence at the Singapore Management University (ISES)
and serves as an annual
benchmark of customer satisfaction in Singapore.
ISES director Caroline
Lim said: “The improvements we are seeing in customer satisfaction are
meaningful and encouraging. Companies may wish
to leverage this momentum
to continue their thrust towards service excellence.”
Released concurrently
with the national scorecard
yesterday were customer
satisfaction scores from
both the finance and insurance sector and the health-

care sector. Over October
and December, 9,079 respondents – 8,779 residents and 300 tourists –
were asked about their experiences in the two sectors.
The finance and insurance sector bucked its
downward trend and rebounded to 68.5 points, representing a 1.9 point increase from last year’s index. This is the highest recorded score for the sector
since tracking began in
2007.
Within the finance and
insurance sector, the banks
and the health & medical insurance sub-sectors drove
the satisfaction score improvements, scoring 69.1
points and 67.3 points respectively.
DBS Bank surged to the
top of the customer satisfaction index with a score of
71.1 points, which caps a
remarkable rise from its
15th placing in 2010.
The bank cited initiatives such as the Customer
Experience Council, set up
in 2010 to address and anticipate customer service
needs, and the central process improvement programme, aimed at empowering staff at all levels to enhance customer experience, as reasons behind its
pole position.
This announcement provides a timely lift for DBS,

which has been rocked by
the recent ATM skimming
incident that affected 700
customers.
Ed Pinto, DBS managing
director of regional business analytics and customer experience, believes that
DBS’ reputation remains intact and can maintain its
strong showing in spite of
the recent controversy.
“When things happen,
what the customers want is
for the banks to protect
them, to resolve the issues,
and to involve them . . .
which is what we have
done.”
NTUC Income per formed strongly, coming up
tops in three sub-sectors –

health and medical insurance, life insurance, and
motor and other insurance
– and producing a combined score of 67.3, a
two-point improvement
from 65.3 in 2010.
This was reflected in the
initiatives undertaken by
the insurer in 2011 such as
the introduction of a oneoff $50 rebate to approximately 100,000 private car
owners, coupled with the
launch of Orange Force,
where an elite group of riders provide accident-scene
assistance to customers.
However, the healthcare
sector could not replicate
the performance of the finance and insurance sector

and experienced a significant decline in satisfaction,
with its score tumbling 2.6
points year-on-year to 66.6
points.
In addition, the restructured hospitals sub-sector
highlighted the growing disparity between patients
who had received subsidies
on their hospital bills and
those who had not, with
subsidised patients generally more satisfied than unsubsidised patients.
Said Marcus Lee, ISES
academic director: “Unsubsidised patients’ lower satisfaction could be due to their
perception that as full paying customers, the hospital
ought to treat them better.”

FROM portable medical devices to mobile solutions,
technology could be one
way to help ease the shift towards community-based
care.
“Singapore is experiencing a paradigm shift in the
healthcare sector which is
increasingly
revolving
around patients and the
provision of care in the community,” said John Papandrea, senior vice-president
of health sciences at software group SAP.
Last week, Health Minister Gan Kim Yong stressed
the need to focus on developing long-term care for patients in their own homes
or in the community given
Singapore’s ageing population, in line with the Healthcare 2020 Masterplan.
“There are a number of
ways that technologies can
enable and improve interaction with individuals when
they are outside the traditional healthcare system,”
added Mr Papandrea.
SAP’s
Collaborative
E-Care Management application, for instance, can
help patients record and
transmit clinical data such
as glucose levels through
in-home devices to the software, which can help analyse the data.
Reminders can also be

sent to patients if readings
are not taken.
Meanwhile, mobile solutions which allow electronic medical records to be accessed via smartphones,
tablets or other mobile devices give caregivers access
to information such as patient data, vital signs, lab results or clinical orders.
According to Mr Papandrea, SAP is currently in
talks with hospitals in both
the private and public sectors in Singapore with regard to its products.
Meanwhile, Singaporebased start-up myHealth
Sentinel offers TeleMetrix+, a tele-health monitoring service for doctors so
they can remotely monitor
their patients.
In this way, the patient
has to spend less face-toface time with the doctor,
which would also free up
the doctor to take on a higher patient load.
Patients can measure biometrics such as blood pressure or body temperature
from their homes, the data
being recorded in a
cloud-based system which
both doctors and caregivers have access to.
TeleMetrix+ can also incorporate any biometric instrument from the market
onto the platform, bringing
down the cost of the products for individuals.

Board set up for Lee Kuan Yew Fund for Bilingualism
By LIM WEI SHENG
A 16-MEMBER board has been
set up by the Ministry of Education to administer the Lee Kuan
Yew Fund for Bilingualism and
spearhead initiatives to support
English and mother tongue teaching, especially at the pre-school
level.
The board, chaired by Minister for Education Heng Swee
Keat, comprises community representatives, academics, experienced practitioners, media repre-

sentatives and public service officers. It includes Alan Chan, CEO of
Singapore Press Holdings, and
professor Eddie Kuo, director of
the UniSIM Centre for Chinese
Studies at SIM University.
The board will also be supported by four sub-committees to manage areas such as research, proposal evaluation, funds investment and outreach efforts.
The establishment of the
board follows on the launch of the
Lee Kuan Yew Fund for Bilingual-

ism in November 2011, which
has received $113 million in
pledges to date. The government
has pledged to match funds
raised, on a one-to-one basis, up
to $50 million.
Top donors to the fund include
Lee Kuan Yew himself, Hong
Kong business magnates Li
Ka-shing and Robert Ng as well as
organisations such as the Singapore Tote Board and Kwam Im
Thong Hood Cho Temple.
Thanking the public for its sup-

port of the fund, Mr Heng said: “I
am very heartened by the generous donations received . . . I am
confident that we can raise the
quality of teaching and learning of
mother tongue languages in
pre-school and help our children
develop a love for bilingual learning.”
Those interested in donating
to the fund can do so via cheque
or cash. Details on donation procedures can be found on the MOE
website.

